Title word cross-reference


1 [Bak92a]. 15 [Ano12b].

20 [Goo11].


523 [Ano12b]. 526 [OLN11a].

1
ABC [NFMS14]. Aberrant [MM09].
Abrupt [NST12]. Accelerated
[KLH05, ZL16]. Accelerating [HHC03].
acceleration [GS94]. Accept [CR98].
Accept-Reject [CR98]. Acceptance
[Sgh17, Tan06]. Acceptance-Rejection
[Tan06]. Access [SH03]. Accompaniment
[Rap01]. Accounting [HDM02, ZHJ16].
Accurate [HDM02, ZHJ16]. Acoustic
[BMO01]. Activity [FCL10]. Activity-Event
[FCL10]. Acyclic [KB08]. Adaptation
[BCD11, GMTK13]. Adaptive
[Ano08a, BMC05, BJMD13, BK05,
CKNK06, CGL11, CRC+07, CMJ11, DZ99,
Efr05, EHW03, EH09, FT16, GK97, Gho07,
GK10, GT11, Gou98, Gri99, HT17, JS13,
KSM14, KCK08, LGS13, LAJ13, LSV+09,
LR09, LO16, MVM13, MS03, NW10, Oeh98,
PTP03, PC06, Pit02, RR09, SH17, SBR10,
WC06, WKC+08, WCR13, Zha97, ZJ16A].
Adaptively [WL13a]. Addendum
[Ano12b]. Additive
[BHK15, DVC10, EM02, FM12, GKK10,
KLH99, LBCG16, MMRMGMGC08,
MHS+14, OR99, Ops04, PW016, PCG+14,
SSG15, ST99, TL07, WYL14]. Adjusted
[CVA08, DG14, DIR02, Tan17].
Adjustment [RF17a, Sha14]. Adjustments
[SS11]. ADMM [RT16, Zhu17]. Advanced
[LYG+10]. Advances [EH15]. Aft
[KO05]. AFT [HJ04]. After [Hul99].
Against [PRS11, SSS07]. Age [SH17].
Age-Specific [SH17]. Agglomerative
[Hea11]. Aggregate [Par11]. Aggregated
[GY07, Pro06]. Aided [HIT99]. Aids
[TN14b]. Airline [Wic11c]. Airports
[Wic11a]. Akaiké [ST99]. Algorithm
[AB17, AGC14, AT16, BCHO9, BL04,
BJMD13, CB01, Cap11, CCFM01, Che07a,
CM08, DASR08, DH10, DMP14, ER04,
FSB11, Fea04, FM10, FH15, FN04, GJ97,
Ghu00, Hob08, Hoe10, HK10, HRV12,
HL00, HB16, JK00, Jan06, JL13, Joh13,
Jon98, KB08, KPC02, KKK08, LW08, LC01,
LF16, LD06, LLZ09, Maa05, MR10, MM09,
Mey03, MV13, MR01, Mül99, NG04,
OT11, PKH15, Pan99b, PW15, Pie04, RL14,
SBY06, SZ08, SMB14, Smy02, VM04, VG01,
WH98, YZ13, YSD13, YZ06, ZNY14, ZL16,
Zho05, ZL13, Zhu17, Bak92a, Bak92b, QE96].
Algorithms [Ben08, BF02, BDR97, Cai99,
CN16, GKO6, GJR05, HM96, HLH06, HH12,
JHO2, KA13, LGS09, LB15, MM10, PLW01,
PC06, Pit02, RT16, Tan15, Tar99, Van00,
XBW15, XCP16, Yu12, ZJ04, ZC15, ZL10,
dVT+17, vLM97, AE92, BQS94, KMS92, SE94].
Alignment [RG09]. All-Pairwise [Pie04]. Allocation
[BP98, LF16]. Allocation-Based [LF16].
Allocations [PI10]. Allowing [NST12]. Alternating
[CHV08, ZY10]. Alternative [Fos01, JU00]. Alternatives
[SS07, Tuk93b, Tuk93a]. Always [PLIK02].
AMlet [ST04]. Among [HM11, Houb1b].
Analyses [GL07, MBS04, PC11].
Analysis [ACG14, BZ07, BRS+08, BK03a,
BZ97, Buj04, CCHS08, CZSL10, CH99,
DH03b, E17, Fal99, FG05, Far99, Far12,
FS99, Fie12, GVB04, GEGM03, Gel04a,
Gel04b, GD09, Ghu00, GR12b, GM99,
GJL+10, GA15, H15, HT17, HM15,
HO05, H08, HM16, HLZHO5, Hub00,
IKL08, Jor09, Koo98, L08, LR12, LW09,
LPS99, LSH16, LO16, LP14, LH00, MHH15,
MAJ+98, MM09, MVR02, MDD+12, NP01,
NYC15, NW10, NAB16, NFMS14, NBH+15,
OC01, Paa99, P10, PH10, Par11, PL12,
PIT03, QLCZ15, QN00, RA01, RDL07,
RT98, STM15, SJH+15, Sco99, SS01,
SSB+14, SMI01, SC98, Tan15, Tan17, Tre06,
TU11, TN14b, WH17, WCDOS3, YBDSO2,
YLM17, Zha97, ZYKOC8, ZP14, ZHO3,
ZCY+11, ZH06, dLM04, MW96]. Analytic
[Ano06a, KGMT06]. Analytical [YT99].
Analyzing [HMP96, Mei99, VG01].
Ancillarity [HR11, YM11b]. Angle
[Gra13, HK10, XZW15, ZLWZ16].
Angle-Based [ZLWZ16]. Angular
Complexity [ES02, FKLW08]. Component [CCFM01, Fa99, GJL+10, GAZ15, HLH15, Ju00, JTU03, LRB12, LW09, LSH16, LO16, WH17, ZP14, ZCY+11, ZHT06, GW93].
Bak92a, Len09, LR15, OLN11a, SZ08].

Corrections [Tho93]. Corrective [SS11].

Correlated [ADY10, HY17, KDM16, LP07, SBZH13, TZ12, ZBB06].

Correlation [CAR14, CL12, Fa99, GM14, Gra13, HM09, HWQ15, LP14, LD06, MMGG16, TMD12, Tro05, ZBB06, ZRL14].

Correspondence [dLM04]. CorrPlot [MMGG16].

Cost [NFM16, Wan13].


Count [ZZZS17]. Counting [Fis12, ZBY09].

Covariance [Ano12b, CJ09, CHH10, CH10, DY09, DT13, FG06, GD16, HL15, HAC12, HLL07, KSM14, LRB12, LW14, NT17, RLZ10, SR12, SY16, Ste13, WL09, WP13].

Covariance-Guided [HLH15].

Covariances [GF17]. Covariate [BCST13].


Data-Adaptive [LO16]. Data-Dependent [NM98].

Databases [KLSR05]. Datasets [Ano12b, Bra02, BKM99, FS99, FRW05, FG06, GM16, Glu00, Goo99, GB04, HM16, Hub99, HB16, I10, KP03, KSM14, NBH15, Pos01, SS12, SS16, TNKK16].

Day [YL99]. Dealing [GKZ10]. Decision [BK03b]. Decomposable [TG09].

Decomposition [Sm01, YMB14, ZSMZ07].

Decompositions [GB04, HAC12, HO10]. Decomvolution [LS04, OC01, SMS14].

Default [GD09]. Defined [FPRW09, TA12].

Definite [AHNC13]. Definition [BF02].

Deformations [SJH15]. Delay [DNS11].

Delayed [HCK11, SGMH17].


Dendograms [MN97]. Dendrogram
Denoising [yG98, MQ15]. Dense [GM15]. Densely [ZC15]. Densities
[BMO01, BRS11, BRS12, Bor11, DW01, ES98, HBG96, LS05, WL02, SPW95].
Density [ACG14, BJMD13, CGH99, CRL13, GMTK13, GMC02, GG17, Gu15, HP99,
HMW06, Ho06, HB16, IL16, Kle04, Kle06, KS08, Koo98, KS04, Len03, Lia07, LLZ09,
MV08, MSS08, NTVK12, Oo02, RC95, SMS14, SN10, Tok07, TGM14, HO93].
Density-Based [ACG14, HB16].
Dependence [CM13, HM14, MPR12, QM04, ZH17, MS93]. Dependencies [Moc98].
Dependent [GRG10, Hob08, Hoo07, LG03, WLZB07]. Depicting [HM11]. Derivative
[BRS12, Ste12]. Derivative-Free [BRS12]. Derivatives [CR08, SQ07]. Descent
[PW15, Zha07]. Describing [DG14]. Design [BCS96, BB03, DMP14, GP11,
Gra07, HLZH05, HS08, SRL12]. Designs [DGM17, HK06, LACRM06, Rya03, TN14b].
Destination [LA12]. Detect [CAR10, LN09, Qiu02]. Detected [WJZ09]. Detecting
[FSMV02, MLP07, MM09]. Detection [BH02, CR99, HL06, HEF17, JVO1, LCSL14,
PP07, QY97, SSL+16, SMI15, SQ07, WWG+97, ZB10]. Detections [MT03].
Detectors [QS09]. Determinant [Hut02]. Determination [Hut02]. Determining
[HM11]. Deterministic [GR99, HRV12, PW14, PWPS97, RW14, Rou08, WJG11].
Developing [MDD12]. Development [IKL08, ZJR10]. Developmental
[RHC14]. Deviance [BY04]. Diagnosing [BDR97, Jan06, WW12, WJZ09]. Diagnosis
[HIT99, LL11]. Diagnostic [GVDP99, PV04, SS11, dSM04]. Diagnostics
[BCST13, CK08, FB11, Hoo07, NY14]. Different [GU13a, GY07]. Differential
[CHW12, Sin02]. Differentiation [Ska02]. Difficulties [Lee02]. Diffuse [NM98].
Diffusion [RIC+16, SY07]. Diffusions [Go09, PRS13]. Dimension
[CL09, Hen04, HV05, HY17, SY16, Vel08, WY15, XY14, YC04, ZYKC08, ZY10].
Dimensional [BB06, CLLZ17, CB97, FM12, FSMV02, GF16, HLP07, HM09, HM11,
Hoo07, HO10, IW10, IL16, KDM16, Kus06, LB15, LACRM06, LP14, MM14, MBS04,
NY14, NYC15, NFMS14, PP07, PW15, SMB14, SWZ14, SRL+00, TSH16,
WLWM16, YMB14, YKW03, YF14, YWL+15, ZP14, ZCY+11, FB94].
Dimensions [HM14, Oeh98, SLR16]. Diracs [CKPT04]. Direct
[WLZD11, XMY13]. Directed [KB08]. Direction [CS98, LB06, WLWM16].
Direction-Projection-Permutation [WLWM16]. Directional [SJH15].
Directions [PP07, YZ07, MR10]. Dirichlet [DH03b, GK02, GHW02, IJ02, JN04, MM98,
[BCDL17, Gu03, MVR14, RF17b, ZJRI10, ZL10, RO94]. Discretely [SY07].
Discriminant [Fos01, HV05, KL03, LW08, QLCZ15, RA01, ZH03]. Discriminating
[DGM17]. Discrimination [HLD+13, LAJ13, WZ16]. Discussion
[Buj04, DM00, GH00, Hig01, Hob01a, HJT01, Kie00, Lev01, Liu01, Men00, MG01,
Wu00, WZ01, FB94]. Disease [DCT08, GRM09]. Disparities [DASR08].
Dispersed [AC95]. Dispersion [LACRM06]. Display [BC00, BCS96, Fri02, HO10].
Displaying [GM16]. Displays [CCH16, Fri99, HH06a]. Dissecting
[FCL10]. Dissimilarities [OR07]. Dissimilarity [HH11]. Distance [CS14,
FHTG05, HLD+13, SY16, WZ16, dR07]. Distance-Weighted [HLD+13]. Distances
[HR05]. Distinct [BR02]. Distortion
[Jor09]. Distributed [AM07, KLSR05]. Distribution
[AR06, BHF02, Bre04, EB02, GW01, HR05].
Hof09, KLH05, Maa05, MMO01, PP05, PLW01, RF17b, WWG+97, dSM04, AE92.

Distributions [CHG16, GDM14, GB00, GD09, GR08, Gou98, HC11, Hes98, KW10, MT00, PI10, SAT04, WW08, WIR01, ZL10, EGO92, LS93, MS93]. Divergence [RF17b].

Diverse [WCD03]. Divide [BCD11, LJN+17]. Divide-and-Conquer [LJN+17]. DNA [Hob08]. Do [KB99].


Doubling [MT00]. Drift [YSK+10]. Driven [NM98, Paa99]. Dual [AT16]. Dually [HK10]. Dylan [GI00a]. Dynamic [Hob08]. Do [KB99].


Doubling [MT00]. Drift [YSK+10]. Driven [NM98, Paa99]. Dual [AT16]. Dually [HK10]. Dylan [GI00a]. Dynamic [Hob08]. Do [KB99].


Doubling [MT00]. Drift [YSK+10]. Driven [NM98, Paa99]. Dual [AT16]. Dually [HK10]. Dylan [GI00a]. Dynamic [Hob08]. Do [KB99].
GD16, GK10, GMTK13, GMC02, Gou98, GPR99, Gu15, GMP04, GRM09, HP99, HHGG01, HMW06, HSM09, HC11, Her97, Ho06, Hsi99, HLL07, IL16, JRS11, JW08, Jon98, KS08, Koo97, Koo98, KS04, KW10, Len03, Lia07, LPHK16, LY16, Lin99, LTW07, LLZ09, LWZ14, LP07, MP00, MWFSG17, MVR14, MBGO11, MV98, MSS08, NT17, NFM16, NTVK12, PA14, PP07, PP09, PLW01, PWPS97, Pro06, RLZ10, SR12, SL99, SNR17, Sin02, Ska02, SS06, SH00, SBR10, SSL17, TCCSB10, Tok07, VM10].

Estimation [WLZB07, WP13, WH98, WYL14, WY15, XBW15, YSDJ15, ZHZ12, ZRL14, ZL16, ZL13, ZW07, ZW10, dLG10, dV08, AE92, HO93, SBEG94, SPW95].

Estimations [Kwo98].

Estimator [DXL12, KLH99, Len09, LCWW17, OR99, SBWZ08, ZJ04].

Estimators [GG17, HO99, RDZ10, TGM+14, WJZ09, YT99, Wan94].

Eulerian [HO10].

Evaluating [CH12].

Evaluation [DKH06].

Event [FCL10].

Evidence [Fri13a].

Evidence [Hob08].

Evolutionary [Gho04, GLW07, Mey03].

Exact [BCH05, CB01, GSP+06, HVRA96, HK10, Hnt02, KN06, LH02, MAJ+98, PP14, SLR16, Ste02, TA12, VT94].

Examples [RR09].

Exhaustive [YK09].

Exists [PLIK02].

Expanded [XCS16].

Expansion [LD06, Sin02].

Expansions [BHF02, EB02, GJR05, CBC93].

Expectation [Fos01, GKB15, Hob08, YSD13].

Expectation-Maximization [YSD13].

Expectations [JO02].

Expected [FN16, Rya03].

Expectile [MP16].

Expecting [KB99].

Expensive [BRS+08, BR511, BRS12, SGB17].

Experimental [Rya03].

Experiments [GA15, HLZH05, PW14].

Expert [Rap01].

Explanation [MMA97].

Exploration [BJMD13, HH11, HL06, MHS11].

Exploratory [BK03a, Buj04, GEGM03, Gel04a, Gel04b, LCKL05, LH00, NAB16, PLH10, SMK15, SC98, TU11].

Exploring [BB06, Far99, LX16, MMG16, Wic11a].

Expo [Wic11b].

Exponential [BMO01, CL09, Gou98, GPR99, HH06b, STM15, Sue12].

Expression [CAR+10, Jor09, XP07].

Extended [Sin02].

Extending [CM08, Fri99, Pan99b, YZ07].

Extension [HK10, SS12, XZ15, VT94].

Extensions [ZYK08].

Extracting [FW11, Rho03].

Extraction [TG10, ZH03].

Extremal [HSM09].

F [FB94].

Face [FHVW03].

Faced [Sha14].

Facilitate [Ska02].

Factors [CDP04, CD14, EH17, Fri13a, GD09, MM09, NYC15, Paa99, TGHL14, TU11].

factored [Tho93].

Factors [DH10, SS05, WR05, ZJR10].

fail [JP96].

Failure [KLH05, ZJ04].

Families [Gou98, HH06a].

Family [AG05, CL09, HH06b].

Far [CSS+09].

Fast [BGD16, BL04, CHW08, CGR17, Dri08, GJ10, GJP+06, GG17, HM15, HCG02, HB16, KN06, KPC02, KCK08, MR10, MBGO11, OLN11a, OLN11b, PRHP14, RNHY12, RT16, RDZ10, SBY06, SBWZ08, Sam15, SBEG94, SSMN16, Ste02, TW06, VLU9, Wan94, WD11, WH98, ZNYJ14, HCB04].

Fast- [SBWZ08].

Faster [Oeh98, Tok07, WFS11].

Fatigue [Rya03].

Fatigue-Limit [Rya03].

FDR [LX16, SK10].

Feasible [HKP16].

Feature [All13, BMO01, GW04, SC08, TG10, VH17, ZH03].

Feature-Inclusion [SC08].

Features [EH05, FHTG05, LX16, MLP07].

Feed [KS99].

Feed-Forward [KS99].

Fetching [Bro06].

FFT [HCB04, GG17, WK17].

FFT-Based [GG17].

Field [HHC03].

Fields [BMR15, CK08, De05, DIR02, Eve12, FPRW09, Fri13a, HPA14, HKP16, SS06, Ste12, TA12, YS10].

Filter [MLJ16, Sin02, Kit96].

Filtered [MW97].

Filtering [CSK10, FM07, GOL09, PRHP14].
RT16, WJG11. **Filters**
[Ano07a, Fea02, Fea05]. **Finance [NYC15]**.
**Financial [Ano07a, Fea05, MC05]. Find [BL04]. finding [HQT92]. Finite
[Che07a, IJ02, MM10, SRE06]. First [SQ07].
**First-Order [SQ07]. Fisher [Hof09, Spa05, VT94]. Fis [FN04]. Fit
[CZ02, DG14, PGMFB14, GvDH08, HM14, KN06, NLF+06]. Fitting
[CKHG15, FDBS10, HHH12, JL13, KS99, MT00, Van00, YL99, ZNYJ14]. Fixed
[CSK10, JWH16, LPJ13]. Fixed-Effects [JWH16]. Flat [HK10]. Flexible
[XY14]. Follow [CDFB11]. Follow-up [CDFB11]. Following [ZL16]. Forecast
[Dan97]. Forecasting [SH17]. Forests [MMW98, SH06]. Form [Ano06a, KGMT06, Ano06a]. Formula
[LS97]. Forward [GTZH16, KS99, MM09, PRHP14]. Forward-Backward [PRHP14]. Four
[Hub99]. Fourier [HCB04]. Fourth [YC04]. Fractal [HMP96]. Fractional
[BRMR15, Ste02]. Fraillity [JK00, KK99, LRBS03]. Frailty
[HL03, HPOL14, TGP03]. Framework
[DH03a, HHKS11, IKL08, KO05, MQ15]. Free [ACS17, BRS12, Lin99, MS03, Wan08].
Free-Knot [Lin99, MS03, Wan08]. Frequency [KTS17, MC05, QGL09, SH00].
FrontEnd [SCLK+00]. Full
[GG02, HK06, KK09]. Function
[BRS+08, HLL07, Hut02, LPHK16, LO16, Maa05, MP00, PP05, WLZB07, XP07,
XY14, ZJ04, CBC93, JKD92]. Functional
[ABvS09, EH17, EFG+99, PGMFB14, GBC+11, HLP07, HC98, Hoo07, HS10,
LYHM15, LSH16, LCWW17, LLZ09, Mai97, MHS+14, PP09, QGL09, Ram17, SSG15,
SH17, SSB+14, SSBW17, SG11, TG10, WCR13, WL13b, YL09, YLM17, ZOR12,
ZCO15, ZP14, ZCY+11]. Functionals
[GHW02]. Functions
[CKNK06, CHH10, Coz99, DM00, Dia99, GKH09, Hoo07, HLA00, Kie00, Koo97,
LHY00, LKW09, LTVH09, Men09, Rou08, RW99, Sha14, SBR10, Wu00, Thu03]. Fused
[BL+10, Hoe10, Joh13, PWS16, YL99, YLM17, ZOR12, ZCY+11]. Fusion
[CGCR17, PGR15].

**Gains [Rya03]. GAMlet [ST04]. Gamma
[DKW01, DV04, WIR01]. Garrote [yG98]. Gauss [GRM09, Ste95]. Gaussian
[ACS17, Ano06a, ACG14, BMG16, CZZ15, De05, DY09, DMR02, EM07, GM15, GSP+06,
GP11, GA15, GX01, GF17, HPA14, HKP16, KGMT06, Kit96, KO05, LM03, LD11,
MR16, NBI+15, OW12, PC06, PM16, SC08, Ste12, Ste95, SSL17, Tok07, VF09, Whi01,
WC94, XGH11, XGT15, Yua08, YS10]. Gaussians [PP14]. Gelman [Kos13]. Gene
[CAR+10, CZZ15, Jor09, XP07]. General
[BG98, DH03a, HPOL14, Hes98, HH98, HK98, LW09, dVT+17]. Generalization
[Eld93]. Generalizations [YZ13]. Generalized
[AT16, BY04, Bil00, BHK15, CD12, CZSL10, CL12, CRS06, CZ02, CD14, DG05, EM02,
EGS+13, Fri00, Fri13b, Fri14, GBW17, Gv97, GX01, GM05, GZK10, Guh08, GRM09,
HL03, HM09, Hoo07, HWO+17, Ish99, JHL09, KW01, KM15, LR05, LPM98,
LP07, LHL03, LR14, MHS+14, Mou09, NL04, Ops04, OW12, PC06, RY00, SD03,
SM14, SK10, SS05, SN10, TNKK16, TL07, VG01, Wan13, WYL14, YZ07, YMLY11,
Zha03, Zha07, Zhi17, dR07]. Generalizing
[BZ07]. generating [DES93, MS93]. Generation [AC95, ES98]. Genetic
[HLH06, Pit02, XCS16]. Genetically
[LYH15]. Genetics [NP01]. Genomics
[DXL12]. Geographically [GY07]. Geometric [LK09, PP09].
Geometrically [DH10]. Geometry [HK10].
Geophysical [Bra02]. Geostatistical
[CY09, GY07, PL12]. Geostatistics
[Ch04, GW04]. Gibbs [CS93, QFH16,
Fri13a, HC98, Hob01b, HJ09, JP96, Lia98,
NM98, Pvd09, RS01, TH09, VJ15]. Gini
[SZ08]. GIS [HHTB10]. Given
[Coz99, Fal99, HM02, WW12].
GLMM-Lasso [SMB14]. Global
[Bie05, HCG02]. Glyphs
[TS13]. Goals
[GU13a]. God [XMY13].
Goodness [DG14, GPGMFB14, HM14, KN06].
Goodness-of-Fit [DG14, GPGMFB14, HM14, KN06].
Gossip [YVMFB03].
GPU
[BGD16, MR16, SWC+10].
GPU-Powered
[MR16]. Gradient [KKK08, Zha07].
Gradient-Based [KKK08]. Gradients
[KN97]. Grammar [Wic10]. Graph
[Bak92a, KS11, RMR+17, STM15, Sue12,
TG09, YK09, ZRL14, ZL16]. Graph-Based
[YK09]. Graphic [Tuk93a, Tuk93b].
Graphical
[Ano06a, Ano07a, Ano08a,
Ano12b, CLLZ17, CZZ15, DPS11, FK16,
Far99, FB11, GM15, GB00, GLMZ15, HM14,
Hur00, LH15a, LD11, LH00, MMA97, MD13,
MR16, OLN11a, SC08, TN14b, WW12,
Wic13, WFS11, XGH11, XGT15, Yua08].
Graphics
[GU13a, GU13b, LYG+10, Mur13,
VH17, WL02, Wic10, WRCR00]. Graphs
[Bri11, CPV03, FSMV02, FK11, Gel11a,
Gel11b, GV01, Gra13, KB08, LACM06,
ML08, PCP11, PSTV15, TAS+17, TA12,
Wai11, Wil96, Wil99, Wil11]. Grid
[MPR+12]. Gridding
[BK03b]. grids
[QE96]. Group
[CCYW16, LH15b, SBZ13, SFHT13].
Group-Lasso
[HL15b]. Grouped
[YQZ16, SH17]. Groupings
[vLM97]. Groups
[LR04]. Growth
[LYHM15, SG03].
GUD [Kou14]. Guided
[HL15, KN97].
Haar
[FN04, FT16]. Hamiltonian
[BGD16, HO10, PP14]. HARDI
[RIC+16].
Harmonic
[Len09]. Hastings
[GG10, HJ11, JRS11, VJ15]. Having
[GA97]. Hazard
[CHW02, Gra96, Gu15, HHGG01]. Hazards
[SS11]. HDLSS
[LAJ13]. Heal
[GF15]. Healthcare
[Goo99]. Heredity
[HWS16, TRWB16]. Hermite
[BMG16]. Hessian
[CH09]. Heterogeneous
[DCS16]. Heteroscedastic
[BB03, BBvdW16, CRC+07, SMS+14, Smy02]. HHH
[MT00]. HH SVM [YZ13]. Hidden
[BHS00, Cap11, Dan12, FPRW09, Gu03,
HO15, PM16, RT98, YSDJ15, ZJR10].
Hierarchical
[BM99, CH12, DH10,
GvDHBO8, HL03, HNN+03, JB03, LH15b,
LH15c, Pos01, RG09, WCR13]. Hierarchy
[HH17]. High
[CHG16, CLLZ17, CB97,
FM12, GF16, HM09, HN11, Hoo07, HO10,
IW10, IL16, JV01, KDM16, Kus06, LB15,
LP14, MC05, NY14, NYC15, NFMS14,
PP07, PW15, RIC+16, RY00, Rho03,
SMB14, SLR16, SRL+00, TSH16, WLWM16,
YMB14, YKW03, YF14, YWL+15, ZCY+11].
High-Dimensional
[CLLZ17, CB97, FM12, GF16, HM11, Hoo07,
HO10, IW10, IL16, KDM16, Kus06, LB15,
LP14, NY14, NYC15, NFMS14, PP07,
PW15, SMB14, SRL+00, TSH16, WLWM16,
YMB14, YKW03, YF14, YWL+15, ZCY+11].
High-Frequency
[MC05]. High-Momentum
[Rho03]. High-Order
[CHG16, JV01, RY00]. Higher
[BB03, HM14]. Highly
[HY17]. Histogram
[BC00, DM09, Tan17]. Histograms
[TSH16]. Historical
[Wic13]. History
[Fie12, Fri02]. hit
[CS93]. hit-and-run
[CS93]. Homotopy
[OT11]. Honest
[TDH15]. Howard
[Tuk93a]. HDP
[CS99]. HQ
[MT00]. HR
[MT00]. Huber
[LO16, WLZB07]. Human
[Far04]. Hunting
[DR10, HH01, Ooi02]. Hybrid
[Ish99, JV01]. hypergeometric
[JKD92]. hyperrectangles
[DES93]. Hypotheses
[SSL+16]. Hypothesis
IDE [VG01]. Idea [Gas03]. Ideas [Gra07].

Identifiability [MW15]. Identification [BK05, SBZ13]. Identifying [Dia99, HWQ15, MWFSG17, ZC15].


Image [BZ07, CW00, FR97, FT16, GJ97, Gh04, GCH14, MQ15, NP01, SSL16, YBDS02]. Images [ABvS09, Mai97, QS09, VM04].

Imaginary [FN16]. Imaging [EFG99, GAZ15, RIC16]. IMIS [SRE06]. Immersive [WS02a]. Implementation [AB17, BHS00, FKH07, Tok07, VL09, WC06, XGT15]. Implementations [AT16, LC01, PMB12]. Implementing [Gas03, Jan06]. Implications [LB15].

Import [ZH05]. Importance [HB98, Ion08, KA13, MP00, MMN13, NP01, Oeh98, SZ08, SRE06, TDH15]. Import [HR08, Ion08, KA13, MP00, MMN13, NP01, Oeh98, SZ08, SRE06, TDH15].

Imposing [Ros17]. Improper [HC98, TH09]. Improve [JRS11].


Incomplete [Fri00, LPM98, SSL17, VG01]. Incorporate [DMP14]. Incremental [FRW05, SRE06].

Independence [WW12, ZMH07]. Independent [GK10, HMJ11, JRS11, LS93].

Index [Ano96b, Ano97b, Ano98b, Ano08c, Ano09b, Ano11b, HSM09, Hsi99, PVI05, RDL07, YZ07, ZH12, dSM04]. indexes [CBC93]. Indicators [MLP07]. Indices [PP05]. Indirect [XMY13].

Individual [CFB11, GKB15, Laz05, Par11]. Individual-Level [CFB11]. Individuals [LYHM15]. Inducing [GDM14]. Induction [WC06]. Inference [AVW13, BCDL17, BZ97, BHFO2, BH01, Bra99, CD12, CHG16, Che07b, CGR17, CZZ15, CM13, De05, EC17, EB02, FP04, FPRW09, GK02, GF17, Hi11, HH06b, JK00, KDM16, KN05, Laz05, LD11, LRBS03, LL11, MN97, MV98, NM98, OW12, PCP11, Pic14, PSTV15, RNHY12, RW10, SR00, TDM12, Tsi02, WD11, FB94, VT94].

Inferences [EH05, NRY15]. Influence [BZ97, CZSL10, ZICT12, BG92]. Influential [GRG10]. Information [GU13b, GKB15, HK10, HO10, IJ02, LH02, NF16, Rya03, ST99, Sni05, Spa05, Bak92a, Bak92b].

Information-Theoretic [GK20]. Infovis [GU13a, Kos13, Mur13]. Insights [WFS11]. Insomnia [Y11a].

Instrumental [CG07]. Integral [NLF16]. Integrated [LSV09, Len09].

Integration [GKH15]. Integration [GK97, HHH15]. Internet [CC03, Rho03].

Intelligence [SC98]. Intensity [FN04].

Interacting [BJMD13]. Interaction [SM05, HVRA96]. Interactions [Cai99, HWS16, LH15b]. Interactive [DB98, MMG16, Wi00].

Interactivity [CCH16]. Interest [Fal99].

Interface [Goo11]. Interior [CS08].

Interior-Point [CS98]. Internal [Kel11, Wu11].

intersection [CCS03, Rho03].

Interpolation [Ano12b, BRS11, FGM06, Zha03].

Interquantile [JWB13]. Intersection [GV01].

Interval [AB17, BL04, CGL13, HJ04, Kwo98, LRB12, Maa05, Pan99b, AE92]. Interval-Censored [BL04, CGL13, HJ04, Maa05, Pan99b, AE92].

Interval-Valued [LRB12]. Intervals [CS99, GJ09, KLH99, KHM05, KS04, LJZ05, DES93, GW93, RO94].

Interweaving [HR11, NR17, YMY11].

Intractable [YSDJ15]. Introduction [BK09, Buj00]. Intrusion [JV01].
Influence [RA01]. Invariance [FHVW03].
Invariant [Cai99]. Inversion [DV04, TDM12, Wu08, WLM10, ZY10, BPW93]. Inversion-Free [ACS17].
Investigating [ZW04, Invitation [Kos13].
Involving [GHW02]. Irregular [DKH06, DCT08]. Ising [FK16].
Isomap [WL09]. Isotone [FM12]. Isotonic [DJ04, FM12, LR14, HL08, ZH05, BQS94, QE96].
Issue [Buj00]. Itô [Sin02]. Itô-Taylor [Sin02].
Iterated [BP98, Bor11]. iteration [BPW93]. Iterative [BF02, BG98, CM08, Hea11, Jon98, Pan99b, PW15, SD03, ZW04, infix]. Iteratively [LP07]. IV [FB94].
JSS [Ano14d, Ano14f, Ano16d, Ano16b, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano09f, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano10f, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano14c, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f]. Jump [Gol09, KA13, ML08, QY97, SQ07].
Jump-Diffusions [Gol09]. Jumps [Qu12].
Junction [TG09].
Kalman [PRHP14, Sin02]. Kendall [VT94].
Kernel [CR08, GG17, HV05, Her97, JW08, KS08, MSS08, RDZ10, Wu08, ZH05, Wan94].
Kernels [All13, WCR13]. Kingman [FW13, LFT17]. Knot [Lin99, MS03, Wan08]. Knots [Rup02].
Known [Bre04]. Kriging [HCB04, PW14].

Labels [ST12]. Label [LF16, PI10, RW14].
Label-Swapping [LF16]. Lagrangian [LSST15, Landau [BJMD13]. Landmark [Bi06]. Landmark-Based [Bi06].
Language [WRCR00]. Languages [Bu00, Hub00]. Laplace [Bo11, BBvdW16, GJR05, RYY00].
Laplacian [PC06]. Large [An012b, DY09, FRW05, FPRW09, FGN06, GMF16, glu00, GSP+06, Gv97, GA15, GF17, HM15, HY17, HM16, HLL07, HB16, IW10, KS14, Mon09, NBH+15, Poz01, SS12, SS16, TNK16, Wil99, WL13a, ZW10].
Large- [HY17]. Large-Scale [Gv97]. Lasso [AT16, Fu98, Hoe10, HHTB10, Joh13, LH15b, OT11, PWS16, SFHT13, WFS11, YWL+15, ZHZ12, Zhu17, FM12, JTU03, KKK08, ZOR12, ZCO15]. Lasso-Type [ZH12].
Latent [BCDL17, Eve12, HW+17, MVR14, RNHY12, SL10, XCS16, ZBB06]. Lattice [GSP+06, PL12, Smi05, SSL17, WK17, ZW04]. Lattice-Valued [WK17]. Lattices [FPRW09, GF17]. Layered [Wic10].
Layouts [Mur09]. Learners [CM08].
Learning [GBHP15, GP11, Ke11, LH15a, LH15b, LP14, LSD05, PGR15, SH06, LL07].
Least [CHW12, DG05, HK10, HMG10, LP07, Paa99, WXZ15]. Length [MB04].
Lesions [SSL+16]. Letter [Loc11, Pie04].
Letter-Based [Pie04]. Level [CDFB11, Kle04, TN14b]. Levels [CDP04].
Lexical [GIO06]. Lifetime [BC00]. Like [BCH09].
Likelihood [AVW13, BCDL17, Bie05, CHG16, CJ02, CVA08, CL12, Chr04, Coz99, DIR02, Faa04, FQ16, FP04, Fria00, Gelin00, GCKP08, HPOL14, Hofo00, HO99, JW08, JB03, KW10, Laza05, LPM98, LLZ09, MAR10, MBCG11, NST12, NY15, Pan99a, Par05, PP09, RNHY12, RYY00, Sin02, Ska02, Smi01, SY07, SSL17, SWF04, TG13, YZ06, YT99.
ZJ04, Zho05, HO93, Tho93, WDB96].
Likelihood-Based [Smi01, TG13].
Likelihoods [ESR+14, LSV+09, Len09, SGH17, YSDJ15].
Limit [Rya03].
Linear [BY04, Bil00, CTC09, CZSL10, CRS06, CZ02, EM02, Fri00, Fri07, GPFMB14, Gra13, GCKP08, GHL08, GRM09, HL03, HH06a, Hen04, HRM02, HN98, HWO+17, Ish99, JHL09, Kat10, KPC02, KL03, LR05, LCWW17, LPM08, LJZD05, LBCG16, LHC15, MVR02, NFM16, NL04, NFMS14, OW12, OT11, PLW01, PC06, RYY00, SG05, SD03, SY02, SMB14, SNR17, SS05, Smi01, TN14a, TNKK16, VG01, YZ06, YZ07, YF14, Zha03, ZHJ16, ZOR12, ZY05, Hes95].
Linear-Angle [Gra13].
Linearization [WDB96].
Link [MP00, Mar10, RW99].
Linkage [SN10].
Linked [GR99, LA12, Tuk93a, Tuk93b].
Linking [GY07, SCLK+00].
Lisp [Tie00].
Lisp-Stat [Tie00].
LLE [GR12b].
Loadings [GJL+10].
Local [BRS12, CCHS08, CZSL10, DR10, FSB11, Fos01, GA15, Her97, KM03, MRRMGMC08, ML07, MQ15, MW04, Sam15, TW96].
Local-EM [FSB11].
Localized [WLM10, XGT15].
Locally [CKNK06, EH09, LCWW17, QGL09, SBR10, Tan17, WKC+08].
Location [HRV12, McL09, PWPS97].
Log [Fea04, SH03].
Log-Likelihood [Fea04].
Logarithm [ET99].
Logarithmic [Efr05, GR99].
Logic [RKL03].
Logistic [Bra99, CDFB11, ET99, Len03, Tok07, Tuc08, ZH05].
Logistic-Gaussian [Len03].
Loglinear [Bra99, TL99].
Log spline [KS04].
long [MW96].
long-memory [MW96].
Longitudinal [CCH16, CDFB11, EC14, Fa99, GDM14, GD16, HWQ15, HILL07, PP09, PM16, TQ16, WL13b, Zha97, ZCI+17].
Look [GDS02].
Looking [Fal99].
Looks [GU13a].
Loss [FR97].
Losses [Kat10].
Lost [GF15].
LOTUS [CL04].
Low [HLP07, Oeh98, PRHP14].
Low-Dimensional [HLP07].
Low-Rank [PRHP14].
Lower [CHW08].
M [FKLW08].
M-Estimation [FKLW08].
Machine [LSD05, ZH05].
Machines [LY11, SWZ14, TZ06, WL13b, ZLWZ16].
Magnetic [EFG+99].
Majorization [YWL+15].
Majorization-Minimization [YWL+15].
Making [EH05].
Mammographic [HIT99].
Manual [CB97].
Manuscript [Lev12, Lev13b].
Many [CTC09, LGS09, SYF17].
Mapping [RHC+14].
Maps [Mei11, MM97].
Margin [Wan13, WL13a].
Marginal [Fri99, GMTK13, Lia07, LFT17, YC04, YT99].
Marginalized [CYS09, Sue12].
Marginals [HM02].
Marked [LA12].
Markers [TZ12].
Markov [Bro06, BHS00, CB01, Can99, Cap11, CS98, CF05, CRS06, CK08, Dan12, DY09, Dobb12, DIR02, EVE12, Fea02, Fis12, FWR12, FB11, FPRW09, Gey95, GVPD99, God01, GF16, GR08, Gra07, Gue03, GMP04, GJR05, IHHC03, HC98, Hob08, HLH06, JN04, JS13, JO02, JV01, LSSG15, LH02, MP00, MB04, MN97, MP16, RT98, Sco09, SNR17, SS06, TDH15, Tan15, TA12, YSDJ15, YT99, YS10, ZJRI10, ZZ08, dV08].
masking [JP96].
Masses [HIT99].
Massive [Bra02, BKM99, DH03a, FS99, Goo99, Hub99, KP03, LPS99, SWC+10].
Massively [LYG+10, RHC+14, SWC+10].
Matching [DASR08, HK06, LR04, MR01, Ros12, Ros17].
Mathematical [MI00].
Matrices [CJ09, CHW08, C105, GDM14, GG17, HLL07, TDM12, TU11, ZBB06].
Matrix [DS00, DY09, DT13, Fa99, HPA14, HKP16, Hof09, LD06, LWZ14, LH02, NFM16, Smi05, Spa05, WP13, ZRL14, Bak92a, Bak92b].
Matrix-Logarithm [DT13].
Max [CHG16].
Max-Stable [CHG16].
Maximization [Hob08, LLZ09, YSD13].
Maximizations [vlM97].
Maximizing [Glue00].
Maximum [HLP07].
Maximum
CLLZ17, CG07, CGJ09, CRS06, CZZ15, C02, CW97, CGR06, CYS09, CD14, DZZ06, Dan12, DG14, DH10, Dr08, ESR+14, FW13, Fea04, FM07, FM10, Fe12, FWR12, FB11, Fri07, GM15, GK06, GK02, Gel04a, Gel04b, GvDHB08, GP11, GCKP08, GM05, GZK10, GRM09, GLMZ15, HL03, IFOL14, HAC+12, HHC03, HC11, HM15, HCB04, HM14, HO99, HWO+17, HH06b, HKS12, HK98, Ish99, JB03, JHL09, JL13, KW01, KL03, KS99, LGS13, LH15a, LD11, LF16, LR05, LCWW17, LBCG16, LH15c, LHL03, LH02, MM98, MM14, MVR14, MMRMGMGC08, MT03, MSH+14, MR16, NLF+06, NFM16, NW10, NL04, Ops04, OW12, PVH05, PL12, Pic14, PTP03].

**Models**
[PLW01, PC06, Pro06, QG06, RYY00, RW14, RDL07, RG09, RT98, ST15, SG05, SY02, SSG15, SMB14, SC08, SS07, SSBW17, SNR17, SS05, Ska02, Sni05, Sni01, SL10, SRE06, Sue12, TDM12, TH09, TN14a, TGP03, TL99, TNKK16, Tic08, TG13, TS13, VL09, VM04, Van00, VG01, VF09, WK09, WD11, WH14, WYL14, WRK11, XGH11, XGT15, YSD13, YSDJ15, YZ06, YZ07, YF14, Yua08, ZH12, Zha03, ZBB06, ZJR10, ZNY14, ZZZS17, ZW07, ZW10, ZICT12, dLG01, dRo7, dVT+17, Kit06].

**Modifications**
[CW00]. **Modified**
[JTU03, YF14]. **Modulated**
[Sc09].

**Modulo**
[FHW03]. **Moments**
[YC04, YMLT11, Tho93]. **Momentum**
[Rho03]. **Monitoring**
[BG98, SG05].

**Monotone**
[LT98, LB+14, Wan08].

**Monotonic**
[TL07]. **Monotonically**
[Yu12].

**Monotonicity**
[BGJ98, CGH99, HHGG01].

**Monte**
[AM07a, JS13, PP14, BG16, BP98, Bro06, CB01, Can99, CGMR04, CS99, CF05, Chr04, CRS06, DG14, DH03b, DBS06, DMP14, FCB06, FKH07, Fea02, Foa05, Fis12, FWR12, GS94, Gey95, GVDP99, God01, GF16, GLW07, GR08, Gra07, GMP04, GJR05, HT17, He04, Hob08, HLH06, HK98, Ish99, JN04, JB03, Jo02, Kit96, LGS13, LSSG15, LG+10, LC01, Lia07, LJN+17, MP00, MN97, ML08, PGP11, SNR17, SS06, Spa05, Tan06, Tan15, WJG11, XB15, YSDJ15, YT99, ZC15, ZZ08, ZJA16, dV08].

**Morse**
[GRB+13]. **Mortality**
[SH17].

**Mosaic**
[Fr09, Fr02]. **Movies**
[LK02, LTW+10]. **Moving**
[HC10].

**MPPCA**
[HLH15]. **Much**
[Bri11, FK11, Gel11a, Gel11b, Kos13, Wai11, Wil11].

**Multi**
[MHS11]. **Multi-Class**
[MHS11].

**Multicategory**
[LW08, LSD05, LY11, ZLWZ16]. **Multiclass**
[HLD+13, TZ06, Wan13].

**Multidimensional**
[BSL+08, Hur04, RB02].

**Multilayer**
[L05]. **Multilevel**
[AM07, PC06, ZCY+11].

**Multilinear**
[Paa99].

**Multinomial**
[KN06, Kwo98, RDL07, YKW03].

**Multiobjective**
[DCT08, SMK15].

**Multiple**
[BEM13, CR99, GM16, HT17, HH06a, HM15, HN98, KTS17, LB+14, LJZD05, PHK14, QN00, RG09, SS12, TDH15, TZ12, YK01, ZH16, JKD92].

**Multiple-Runs**
[ZH16]. **Multiplicative**
[SM13].

**Multiresolution**
[HLH06, NBH+15, ZY05]. **Multiscale**
[ABvS09, EH05, L16, PLH10, RW10].

**Multiset**
[KM15]. **Multistage**
[Fis12].

**multitapers**
[BPW93].

**Multivariate**
[BCH09, C16, DZZ06, EM07, Fr07, GDS02, Gas03, GB02, GKT13, GG17, Hof09, H98, JHL09, Kle04, Kle06, Kle08, KMQ05, Kus06, LN09, LL10, LS05, MVR14, Mon09, PP14, PP07, PLW01, PV04, PWP09, PM16, RY00, RLZ10, Rou08, SY02, SK10, Som98, SH97, TDM12, TGM+14, Tre06, WWG+97, WJZ09, Zha97, ZJR10, ZZZS17, ZL10, Tho93, Wan94].

**Mutivariate-**
[Som98]. **Musical**
[Rap01].

**Mutagrams**
[MW04]. **Mutually**
[GR08].

**Natural**
[Wil00]. **Nearest**
[Gho07]. **Need**
Negative [BHF02, yG98].
Neighbor [Gho07, Hob08].
Neighbor-Dependent [Hob08].
Neighborhood [FWR12].
Net [CCS03, Cul13, QYZ16].
Network [CKHG15, CZZ15, Fie12, GM16, HK06, HKS12, JL13, KS99, Lee02, Mcl99, RNHY12, WW12].
Neural [Ish99, KS99, Lee02].
Neutral [Lee07].
Next [SH03].
NicheWorks [Wil99].
NIMBLE [dVTP+17], no [Bak92a].
Nobler [PRS11].
Node [KL03].
Nodes [KM03].
Noise [HMP96].
Non [yG98, GX01, WH98, Kit96].
Non-Gaussian [GX01, Kit96].
Non-Negative [yG98].
Non-parametric [WH98].
Noncrossing [RF17a].
Nonlinear [BB03, CHW12, Ch09, CAR+10, ERPG11, FH15, NLF+06, NW10, Sin02, Sla02, WK09, ZYKC08, Kit96].
Nonlinearity [FSMV02].
Nonnegative [PA14].
Nonnormal [NLF+06].
Nonparametric [AVW13, BCHO9, BH01, BGP03, CAR+10, Ch16, CGH99, CH99, DYL12, DZ99, Far04, FH15, GKO2, GM05, HHGG01, HC11, HV05, Hill11, Hoo00, HB16, IL16, Jon98, KW01, KT03, KLH99, KM05, KS11, LLYZ09, LHL03, OLN11a, OLN11b, PHK14, Qiu02, QN00, QM04, RHC+14, SG03, SK10, SSS07, WKC+08, YKW03, ZJ04, ZH03, Gra96, SE09].
Nonparametrically [RW99].
Nonregular [TN14b].
Nonstandard [Spa05].
Nonstationary [AHNC13, CH10, DGW09, GRI99, HMP96, IP04, KSM14, YS10, ZW10].
Norm [LZ08].
Normal [DW01, DV04, GDS02, Gas03, IJ02, KW10, LS93, LN09, LL10, LH15c, SG05, SG03, Som98, SH97, VL09, EGO92].
Normal-Inverse [DV04].
Normal/independent [LS93].
Normalized [GW11].
Observation [KB99].
Observational [Ros12, Ros17].
Observations [FM10, GRG10, LGs09, PM16, TU11].
Optimal [LR04, MR01, Ros12, Ros17, SHL12, ZHA03].
Optimally [Ros12, Tan17].
Optimization [BR05, CC08, CW97, DM00, DCT08, GP11, GH00, HKP16, HLA00, Kie00, KKK08, KS99, LH00, LPJ13, LL15, Men00, Wu00, XBW15].
Oracle [KLH99].
Order [BB03, CHG16, EHW03, Fea04, JV01, QM04, RYY00, SQ07].
Ordering [CR99].
Ordinal [GLM15, KT03, KM05, TG13].
Organizing
Populations [KTS17]. Portfolios [BO05].
QGPCP [Mou09]. Quadratic [Ano06a, KGMTO6, Vel08]. Quadrature [CZ02, PC06]. Quantification [XWB15].
Quadratic [AN06a, KGMT06, Vel08]. Quadrature [CZ02, PC06]. Quantification [XBW15].
Quantiﬁcation [XBW15]. Quantile [BY04, BEM13, Che07a, Dia99, DGW09, HL00, Hut02, LZ08, OLN11a, OLN11b, OT11, PLH10, PW15, RF17a, Ros17, SK10, STZM09]. Quantiles [Bre04, CGR06, KHM05, MT00, PLH10]. Quantization [Bra02, BFE03]. Quantized [Mou09]. Quasi [Ano07a, BCH05, Fea05, Lia98]. Quasi-Monte-Carlo [Ano07a, Fea05]. Quasi-Symmetry [BCH05]. Quasicomplete [ISH99]. Question [HR11, YM11b]. Quick [Kwo98]. R [RTL07]. Radial [BRS+08, CZ02]. Rainbow [HS10]. RAMlet [ST04]. Random [Ano07a, CC13, CS98, CDFB11, CK08, De 05, DH10, DIR02, De05, FN16, FPRW09, Fri13a, GW11, Guh08, HHC03, HCL11, IPA14, Lia98, LPJ13, ML08, NLF+06, PCP11, PP07, RYY00, Ryu03, STM15, SH06, Ska02, SS06, SLR16, Ste12, Sue12, TH09, TAZ+17, TA12, TG13, WK17, XNN16, YK09, YS10, DES93]. Random-Direction [CS98]. Range [HEF17, HGK10]. Rank [BMG16, CHW08, CSK10, Kus06, PRH14, TSH16, ZRL14, MS93]. Rank-Based [ZRL14]. RAPTT [SLR16]. Rate [HHGG01, Jörgen, Gra96]. Rate-Distortion [Jör99]. Rates [GRM09, Hob08, SH17]. Ratio [BBLG13, FKH07, GCKP08, PLIK02, Zho05]. Ratios [Ano06a, Hof01, KGMTO6]. RC [KNN05]. Real [HMW06, LBW14, MDD+12]. Real-Time [HMW06, LBW14, MDD+12]. Realized [SM13]. Really [Bri11, FK11, Gel11a, Gel11b, Wai11, Wil11]. Recapture [BBLG13]. Recentered [MMN+13]. Reclassification [Hea11]. Recognition [BMO01, FHVV03]. Recognize [MMO01]. Record [RL14]. rectangular [QE96]. Recursive [HHZ06, TA12, VM04, ZHH08]. Recycling [CR98]. Reduced [GR12a, Kus06, MPR+12]. Reduced-Rank [Kus06]. Reduction [CL09, Hen04, HV05, HY17, Lia98, Maa05, SY16, Vel08, WY15, YC04, ZYK08, ZYZ10]. Redundant [GvdHB08]. Reemployment [KK09]. Reference [RW99]. Regeneration [BK05, TH09]. Region [GB12, SHMD+14]. Regional [BCD11]. Regions [BL04, CDP04, Som98]. Registration [Big06, EH17]. Regressing [XMY13]. Regression [Ano08a, AR06, BMC05, BB03, Bil00, BJG98, BBvdW16, CTC09, CKNK06, Che07a, CHW08, CT01, CW97, CDFB11, DCV10, ET99, EC14, FG05, FM12, Far04, GK06, GRB+13, GBC+11, GHC14, HL06, Her97, HK10, HRM02, Hug15, HL00, IL16, JWB13, KLSR05, K009, KLM99, KHM05, Koo97, KS11, LGS13, LB15, L208, LX16, LPHK16, LCWW17, LJDZ05, LR14, LBW14, MP16, MAJ+98, Mar10, MQR11, MQ17, NY14, NTVK12, OLN11a, OLN11b, OT11, Par01, PLH10, PHK14, PW15, PCC+14, QLCZ15, QY07, Qiu02, RHC+14, RF17a, RLZ10, RK03, SS11, SBY06, SBWZ08, Sam15, SBZ13, SMK15, Smo02, SWF04, SQ07, TRS97, TCCS10, TW96, TL07, TG10, Wan08, WL08, WK09, WH14, WS02b, WKC+08, WCR13, Wn08, WLM10, XWZ15, XY14, YKW03, YSK+10, YC04, YF14, YWL+15, ZZSZ17, ZOR12, ZCO15, ZZ08, ZH05]. Regression [ZY10, BG92, BQS94, Gra96, LS93, QE96]. Regressions [CL09, Fu98, HDM02, HJR03]. Regularization [All13, CMJ11, Kat10, KN97, LH15b, MBGO11]. Regularized [CH09, Kus06, WH17, Yua08]. Regularizing [RIC+16]. Regulation [CZZ15]. Reinforced [LY11, ZLW16]. Reject [CR98]. Rejection [GT11, Tan06]. Rejoinder [Ano99, Gel04b, Gel11a, HLA00].
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